Let K be the compositum of a real quadratic number field K2 and a complex cubic number field K3 . Further, let e be a unit of K which is also a relative unit with respect to K/K2 and K/K3. The absolute discriminant of this non-Galois sextic number field K is estimated from above by a simple, strictly increasing, polynomial function of e . This estimate, which can be used to determine a generator for the cyclic group of relative units, substantially improves a similar bound due to Nakamula. The method employed makes nontrivial use of computer algebra techniques.
Introduction
In his beautiful paper [2] , Nakamula shows great arithmetic skills in the way he calculates fundamental units and class numbers of number fields of absolute degree 6 over Q. In the paper cited, Nakamula considers sextic fields K with a real quadratic subfield K2 and a complex cubic subfield K3. Or rather, take any quadratic extension K2 of Q of discriminant d2 > 0 and any cubic extension K3 of Q of discriminant i/3 < 0 ; then the compositum K := K2 • K3 is a non-Galois sextic field of positive absolute discriminant D. Consider K to be embedded in the reals R.
It is the unit structure of K that interests us. As the torsion subgroup of the unit group is trivial, it is sufficient to consider only the group E of positive units of K. Let H be its subgroup of relative units with respect to K2 and K3, that is, (1) H := {e e E\ NormK/K2(e) = NormK/K3(e) = 1} .
Both free unit groups E2 and £3 of positive units of K2 and K3, respectively, have rank 1, and E has rank 3, by Dirichlet's unit theorem. Consequently, H is an infinite cyclic group. One of the main points of Nakamula's paper is to give an effective way of calculating the three generators of the free unit group E, and he succeeds in doing this by expressing the generators of E in terms of the generators of E2, £3, and H. Assuming that generators for E2 and £3 have been found, we concentrate on H.
Let e e H, e > 1, be given. To ensure that e generates H, is is sufficient to check that a relation of the form (2) e = £," for a £ e H and n e N with « > 2 is impossible. In order to do this, suppose that a strictly increasing function T: R+ -+ R+ exists such that for each £ e # the inequality £>(£) < T(£) holds, where Z>(¿[) is the discriminant of £ with respect to K/Q. If the inverse T~l of r can be explicitly evaluated at each relevant value, then a useful upper bound for the exponent n in (2) can be obtained as follows. Let D be the absolute discriminant of K. As e > 1 , it follows from (2) Theorem 1 (Nakamula) . Let e and n be as in (2) . Then loge log USD/4 + 290 -9/7
n<B(e):--Although his result is correct, Nakamula's proof contains some misprints (see §3) and besides, the argument is not sufficiently transparent to enable the reader to make the necessary adjustments. The object of the present paper is to give a different proof, making extensive use of computer algebra methods-in fact the Macintosh SE implementation of Maple, version 4.2.1 (see [1] ) is used-of the following theorem: Theorem 2. Let e and n be as in (2) . Then loge n < 5(e) := log i^/5/4+ 76-6/7)
It is an easy exercise to show that the upper bound 5(e) improves Nakamula's bound B(e). Indeed, on putting X := y/y/D/4 + 76 and p := \/SD/4 + 290, it follows that X > 2 and p > \ , as the smallest possible discriminant D equals 66125 (see [2, p. 244] ). Application of these inequalities yields
and hence p -X < í, from which the assertion immediately follows.
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The real improvement of 5(e) over 5(e) lies in the reduction of the fraction | to * . How substantial this improvement can be for relatively small discriminants is clear from the table in §5. For large discriminants it is not immediately clear whether 5(e) always induces a better integer bound than 5(e).
The discriminant of a relative unit
Let e be a relative unit, that is, e e H as in (1). If the conjugates of e with respect to K/K3 are e and e', then ee' = 1, and hence e' = e_1. This shows that we may assume e > 1, which we shall do from now on. With respect to K/K2, let e, e", and e"' be the conjugates of e, so that ee"e'" = 1 . As K3 is not totally real, e" and e'" are complex conjugates. All this implies that the field conjugates of e are (3) e, -,
y/e y/e for some </> with 0 < <j> < n. Further, let 6 := TrK/K3(e), 0" ■= TrK/K3(£"), and let 6'" be the complex conjugate of 6" . Then (x2 -6x+ l)(x2 -6"x + l)(x2 -6"'x + 1) = x6 -sx5 + tx4 -ux3 + tx2 -SX + 1 , with s, t, u G Z, is the form of the minimal polynomial of e over Q. On setting (5) a:=yfë+l/y/ï, we deduce from (3) and (4) that s = 6 + 2a cos d>, (fi\ t= I + 6il + s -6) + a~2is -6)2.
A relation between s, t, and u is quickly established as follows. On putting a := TrK/K2(e) and a' := TrK/K2(e'), we find that the minimal polynomial of e is also given by
so that s = a + a', t = a + a' + aa', « = 2 + a2 + a'2 , from which we immediately deduce the relation u = s2 + 2s -2t + 2. Hence, the minimal polynomial of e is (7) x6-sx5+ tx4-(s2 + 2s-2t + 2)x3+ tx2-SX + 1, s,t€Z.
Finally, it is now rather easy to express the discriminant D(e) with respect to K/Q in terms of e and (f). If
then we have (9) ^D(ë) = (e-e-x)(a-2)F(2cos(t>).
Note that 0(e) > 0, as K = Q(e) has an even number of complex conjugate pairs. Because of (9), it goes without saying that we are only interested in the range (-2,2) of arguments of the function F.
If for ail a > 2, UF(a) is an upper bound for the function F on (-2, 2), then (10) y/D^)<aUF(a)^J(a2-4)K Hence, in order to find an upper bound for the discriminant D(e) in terms of e or a, it is sufficient to find one for the function F on the interval (-2, 2).
Upper bound for the function F
The function F is a polynomial in x of degree 8, the coefficients of which are polynomials in a . Hence, solving F'(x) = 0 analytically-in order to find stationary points-is either trivial (which is not the case here) or impossible, the more so because a parameter a is involved. Now Nakamula in the paper cited gets around this problem by estimating the stationary point in terms of a . However, the phrase "after a tedious calculation" does not give any insight into what really happens. Moreover, there are a few misprints in the proof. To be more precise, on p. 231 of [2] , the constant term in the definition of A?, should be -104 instead of -108 , and the coefficient of y~3 in the closing line should be +1280 instead of -1280. We shall proceed in a different way.
First of all, as a > 2 and hence a3 -3a > 2, the function F does not vanish on the interval (-2, 2). Further, as F(0) > 0, F must have a unique and positive maximum Mf(a) at x = x(a) on (-2, 2) for all a > 2 .
The general approach we plan to adopt, and which ultimately leads to an upper bound for Mp , may be described as follows.
Main procedure. For every x-interval / c (-2, 2) containing x(a) and on which F is a concave function, the graph of F lies entirely below the tangent to the graph at any point with x-coordinate belonging to /. Now take two points in /, one to the left and one to the right of x(a). Then the tangents to the graph of F at the corresponding points on the graph intersect in a point with x-coordinate > Mp .
So we have to determine a suitable subinterval / of (-2,2) and suitable points sufficiently close to x(a) to the left and right of x(a) to make the process work. By inspection, F'(-l) > 0 and F'(-|) < 0 (see the list of F'-values in [3] ), so that x(a) belongs to the interval (-1, -~) for all a > 2. However, as tirrias F'(-l)/ax0 = 2 and Hm^ooF't-2;)/«10 = 0, the value -1 is a rather bad choice for large values of a ; the left endpoint -1 apparently is a better choice. Unfortunately, for values of a close to 2, the function F is not concave on the corresponding interval (-£, -\). For instance, if a -2 and -2 < x < -1 -\\/2\, then F"(x) > 0. As the sign of F" cannot be determined by mere inspection, we proceed by attempting to locate all real zeros of this polynomial function. As it turns out, all six zeros of F" are real, amongst which the simple zero x = a. Now, by determining all sign changes, we shall know approximately where F" takes negative values. Let F be the polynomial of degree 5 over R with a -x Clearly, the leading coefficient of F(x) is -1 , and our table of signs indicates that F does not change sign on the intervals (-1, -\) and (-\, -\) ■ Indeed, for a > 2. It is not easy to prove that the sign of F(x) at each of the six given x-values of the table is as indicated. The reason is that for certain rational functions of a it needs to be established that no sign change occurs as a ranges through (2, oo). Here the power of symbolic computation is needed for the first time. What we do is this. We simply substitute in F(x) for x the relevant value expressed in terms of a, followed by the substitution of a = b + 2. Of the resulting rational function of b , the numerator decides its sign, as the denominator is trivially positive for b > 0. As it turns out, all nonzero coefficients are of equal sign, so that no sign change occurs in the range b > 0. The explicit polynomials are printed in [3] .
The following lemma now easily follows.
Lemma. Let F, defined as in (8) -2,2).
The concavity of the function F in both cases has been established above. To show that x(a) belongs to the relevant interval, it is sufficient to prove that F'(~l) > 0 if 2 < a < 4 and F'(-£) > 0 if a > 4, as we already know that F'i~\) < 0. These assertions follow from the F'-values as given in [3] . Note that F'(-f) >0 in the range a>2 only if a8-32a6 + 174a4 -378a2 + 324 < 0, and the positive real zeros of this polynomial are 1.61662706 and 5.07997821, approximately.
To continue the main process, select / = /3(a) or / = /4(a), and calculate an upper bound Up (a) for F on/ by intersecting the tangents to the graph of F at the points corresponding to the endpoints of /. It is clear that Upia) is a rational function of a . Note that , owing to the choice of endpoints, Upia) is in fact a rational function of a2. In the next section we shall construct an upper bound for y/D(e) by means of ( 10), for both choices of /.
Symbolic computations
In this section we shall finalize the proof of Theorem 2 by manipulating polynomials with large rational coefficients and of rather high degree. Explicit information, including Maple programs, is provided in [3] .
The right-hand side of inequality (10) is not a rational function of a. To restore rationality, we substitute for a the expression c + c~ ' ; in fact we have c := y/ï, and then a = c + c~x by ( Hence, for all a > 2 D<D(e) < 16
and Theorem 2 immediately follows.
Comparison of bounds
In this final section we shall give examples to demonstrate the extent to which the bound 5(e) is an improvement of 5(e), the one given by Nakamula in [2] .
Comparing 5(e) and 5(e) e has minimal polynomial (7) with parameters s and t, Tables 2 and 3 of the paper cited. The first column of the table gives a reference to Nakamula's tables and examples. We noticed a couple of misprints in these tables: the first entry of the second line of Table 2 should be 80 instead of 60 and the third entry of line 4 of Table 3 should be -8 and not 8.
